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natural...  
timeless... 
beautiful
Welcome to Island Stone
Island Stone  is a locally owned and operated company that specialises in the sourcing, manufacturing, distribution and installation of natural stone  tiles and claddings.  

We are excited to present our latest range of products that transform the raw beauty of natural stone into tiles and claddings that will enhance any living space. 
Testament to this, our catalogue includes some stunning new photographs from our portfolio of installations.

One of the hallmarks of Island Stone ’s business is the control the company maintains over the entire process; from selection of the raw stone material, to refinement 
and production in our own purpose-built factories and exclusive distribution to licensed Island Stone  agencies in 10 countries. This allows us to maintain the high 
quality of raw material and finished product that Island Stone  is renowned for, as well as offering a range of innovative designs that are unique to Island Stone . 
I t also gives us the ability to offer customised products to meet the specific designs needs of our clients. 

Finally, maintaining control allows us to deliver on our commitment to develop products in an environmentally conscientious manner, including sourcing raw material 
in a sustainable way and minimising waste during production.

Whether you are at the very early stages of design, you have a specific product solution you are seeking, or somewhere in between, call and speak to one of our team. 
We look forward to helping you create a stunning effect with natural stone. 

Island Stone New Zealand  > Phone: +64 (0)7 574 1289 > Email: sales@islandstone.co.nz

Island Stone Victoria, Australia  > Phone: +61 (0)416 638 868 > Email: victoria@islandstone.com.au

islandstone.com

> 

>  

>  
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a commitment  
to custom  
design
In a market defined by new and original designs, Island Stone 
offers you the opportunity to be a step ahead of the competition.
Throughout our catalogue you’ll find a range of natural stone tile and cladding products that we hope will excite and inspire you. Don’t, however, let it limit you.

At Island Stone  we have both the desire and the capability to offer a bespoke design service, creating custom products to fit your brief and tailored to your specific space.  
And because sourcing and cutting natural stone is what we do, we are more than happy to come up with design suggestions.

We own our own plant and cutting facilities which means Island Stone  can offer a unique direct-from-factory relationship to our customers. This enables us to develop 
customised designs, limited only by your imagination and the structural capacity of each type of stone. 

Whether you have a design concept in mind, a specific stone that you wish to work with or even if you are only in the early stages of developing ideas for a project, 
contact us to discuss the options for creating a bespoke natural stone product. 

Island Stone New Zealand:
Phone: +64 (0)7 574 1289   
Email: sales@islandstone.co.nz

islandstone.com

>  

>  
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Island Stone Victoria, Australia:
Phone: +61 (0)416 638 868   
Email: victoria@islandstone.com.au

>  

>  
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inspiration
When it comes to choosing tiles and claddings, 
it's hard to match the beauty and timelessness 
of natural stone. There is nothing man-made 
about real stone - the colour, the highlights, the 
grain and the variations, have all been crafted by 
nature over millions of years.
At Island Stone  we cut and shape the stone into a range of tiles and claddings that can transform your living or working 
space. Even this must be done within the laws of nature - each type of stone has its own unique structure and properties 
which lend itself to some applications, but not others.

Over the next few pages you’ll find a selection of photos from our portfolio of installations. They are a showcase of the 
stunning design statements that can be made with natural stone. Have a look through, and be inspired by what can be 
achieved through combining the raw beauty of nature with quality craftsmanship.

Note:  Photo captions reference the corresponding product page in the catalogue.

>  

>  



Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Large Str ip  > Bespoke (please enquire)

Mongol ian Black Granite & Basalt  > Page 376  |  Island Stone
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Central  O tago Schist  L ightweight Cladding (dr y-stack)  > Bespoke (please enquire)

Sandstone M int  Rust ic  > CR1SM  > Page 27



French Tan K ing Pebble > I4PF > Page 49

Marble & Quar tz  Megamix R andom > I3XX > Page 58 Atlantic  Granite & Basalt  > Page 37



Copper Quar tzit ic  Slate V-t i le  > CR4QC > Page 33

Copper Quar tzit ic  Slate Classic  Squares > M48QC > Page 65
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Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Large Str ip > Bespoke (please enquire)

Sandstone M int  Large V-t i le  > CR4SM > Page 33
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Antique Timor White Per fec t  Pebble > I3PM > Page 44

Central  O tago Schist  L ightweight Cladding (dr y-stack)  > Bespoke (please enquire)

Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Str ip > CS1QS > Page 31

Bluestone (Flamed & Brushed)  Granite & Basalt  > Page 37
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Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Edge Ti le  > ME1QS > Bespoke (please enquire)

Sandstone Grey V-t i le  & Large V-t i le  > CR2SG & CR4SG > Page 33

Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Str ip > CS1QS > Page 31



 S i lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Large Str ip > Bespoke (please enquire)

Medan Charcoal  K ing Pebble > I4PC > Page 49 Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Large Str ip > Bespoke (please enquire)



Medium Standard (Honed & Fi l led)  Traver t ine > Page 38



M int Sandstone > Page 41



Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Rust ic  > CR1QS > Page 27

Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Classic  Squares > M30QS > Page 65

Himarchal  Black Large V-t i le  > CR4HB > Page 33
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Medium Standard (Honed & Fi l led)Traver t ine > Page 38

Crema Mar f i l  (Antiqued/Brushed)  Marble > Page 40 Mongol ian Black (Honed)  Granite & Basalt  > Page 37
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Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Large V-t i le  > CR4QS > Page 33



M int Sandstone Large VTi le  > CR4SM  >  Page 33
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01 >  cladding series
The Island Stone Cladding Series  is a range of solid stone tiles designed to create 
stunning walls, inside or outside. All tiles in this series are made from individual 
pieces of stone that are precision-cut and fitted together to produce the most 
remarkable result. 

Available in a range of different stones, colours and surfaces, the Cladding Series 
seeks to enhance the natural beauty and drama of the raw material, and transform it 
into a design element for use by those in search of something truly unique.

>  
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HB > 
Himachal Black

QC > 
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS > 
Silver Quartzitic Slate

SA > 
Sandstone Autumn

SM > 
Sandstone Mint

rustic > CR1

Interlocking wedge pattern
Tile size > 290 x 100mm 
Tile surface > Split face

Our original wedge design,  Rustic  cladding uses narrower 
V-tiles with a varying relief pattern to create a stunning 
feature wall effect. Once in place, it literally looks like the 
stone has been woven across your wall. 

Rustic  Cladding is made of solid stone with all the natural 
variations in surface texture and colour that this brings. 

Its uneven surface, combined with the subtle colour 
variations, make it an ideal product to use as part of any wall 
or surface that you want to receive extra special attention.

Rustic  cladding can be laid either horizontally or vertically, 
all with easy grout-free installation.  

01 >   

Colours
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rustic II > CR5

Interlocking Wedge Pattern 
Tile size > 390 x 120mm
Tile surface > Honed/flamed

Rustic II  cladding is distinguished by the natural textured 
relief pattern created by the interlocking wedge shapes.  
The new elegant length and self interlocking format offer  
an additional new appeal to our exclusive rustic design.  
Both the honed and flamed surface options, combined with 
their respective, subtle colour variations, make them ideal 
products to use as part of any wall or surface that you want  
to receive extra special attention.

The narrow tile pattern offers stacking arrangements both 
horizontally or vertically, each creating a unique pattern and 
stunning effect. Offering easy grout-free installation, rustic 
cladding installations are often described as if stone has been 
woven across a wall. 

01 >   

WP > 
Tropical White

Colours

BL > 
Temple Lava
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strip > CS1 

Rectangle
Tile size > 300 x 48mm  
Tile surface > Split face/flamed

Exclusive to Island Stone, this innovative Strip  cladding 
is suited to both interior and exterior use. The tiles are 
made of solid stone, with every stone having been hand-
selected for its texture and color. The natural highlights 
that this produces, create a truly amazing effect that 
changes subtly with both natural and artificial lighting.

large strip > CS2 

Rectangle
Tile size > Bespoke (please enquire)
Tile surface > Split face

Large Strip  cladding introduces a refreshing new design 
element to your environment and is ideal for feature 
walls, in particular. Like the original Strip, It can be 
installed horizontally or vertically. Depending on the 
effect you desire, it can be installed grout-free or with 
traditional grout joints.

01 >   

HB >
Himachal Black

Colours

HW >
Himachal White

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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HB >
Himachal Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

SM >
Sandstone Mint

Colours

v-tile > CR2

Wedge 
Tile size > 290 x 48mm 
Tile surface > Split face

Shaped like a wedge, the V-Tile  is thin at one edge 
and thick at the other, providing a range of effects 
depending on how the tiles are laid. Several stunning 
design looks can be achieved from just this one tile.
The tiles have a natural surface finish which, 
combined with relief pattern of the wedge shape, 
shows the natural colours and highlights of the stone 
off with stunning effect. One of our most versatile 
and innovative products in the Cladding Series, the 
V-Tile  will dramatically transform any interior or 
exterior wall space.

large v-tile > CR4

Wedge 
Tile size > 390 x 98mm
Tile surface > Split face/honed

The Large V-Tile  is simply a bigger version of 
V-Tile, this shape allows the same  stunning three 
dimensional relief to be created in a larger format. 
Island Stone's newest and most innovative product  
in the Cladding Series.

01 >   

SA >
Sandstone Autumn*

*  Not  avai lable in  Large V-Ti le  format.

Also Available:

vtile II > CR7

Wedge
Tile size > 390x48mm Bespoke (please enquire). 
Tile surface > Honed/flamed

A longer version of the original V-tile,  VTile II 
has the same versatility and design options,  
but with the added drama of a larger tile.



Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate L imestone & Quar tz  > Page 39
Si lver  Quar tzit ic  Slate Plank Inter lock > ML2QS > Bespoke (please enquire)
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02 >    solid stone 
series

With the infrastructure to source the natural raw material and the factories to refine it 
into virtually any form of finished product, Island Stone offers our Solid Stone Series . 
In this series we present the stone in close to its natural state and let you decide how 
best to feature it. 

Recognizing the wide appeal and scope of applications that solid tiles have, we have 
greatly increased our range in this series. With an expanded choice in both the variety 
of stone and the range of surface finishes, the options for featuring a Solid Stone  tile 
in your residential or commercial design are now many.

Whether it's the contemporary appeal of rectangles or the understated elegance of 
squares, the natural beauty of the stone speaks for itself, and in doing so lends itself 
to a wide range of design applications.

>  
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surface finishes  
for solid tiles

02 >   

Our solid tiles come in a range of surface finishes, providing  
a variety of looks and applications for each type of stone.  

>  

> Brushed
The stone is mechanically or chemically treated to give each tile a textured finish 
akin to a paint-brush being lightly dragged over wet paint.

> Bush hammered
A pounding action that produces a textured finish to the surface of the tile.

> Chiseled edge
The edge of each tile is hand-chiseled, producing a natural, rustic finish.

> Flamed
A rough surface that is developed through heat. During fabrication the stone is 
heated up, and the crystals in the stone begin to ‘pop’, forming a rough surface.

> Honed
Provides a flat to low-sheen gloss with a very smooth surface. Honed stone colours 
are not as vibrant as polished stone. This finish is common in high traffic areas.

> Polished
A glossy and very smooth surface which brings out the colour and grains of the 
natural stone. The shine comes from the reflectivity of the stone’s crystals. It is 
achieved with polishing bricks and powders used during the fabrication process,  
it is not a coating on the stone.

>  Sanded
The tiles are treated with a pressurized flow of sand-water, producing a textured 
surface with a matte gloss.

> Split face/Natural face
The stone is split as opposed to being cut; giving a very natural-looking textured 
finish that also provides an anti-slip quality to the tile.

> Tumbled
The cut tile placed in a purpose-built tumbling machine which produces a rounded 
edge. Gives the stone a naturally weathered look.

> Cross cut
Where the stone is cut along the grain, giving the tile the look of the natural surface 
of the stone.

> Vein cut
Where the stone is cut against the grain, so that the surface of the tile features the 
natural veins that run through the stone.

>  

36  |  Island Stone
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granite & basalt
>  Enquire about which tile sizes and surface finishes  

are available for each type of stone.  

Primarily darker, both Granite & Basalt  are an excellent natural 
stone for those seeking a dramatic effect for their exterior or 
interior surface.  Within our range of Granite & Basalt  tiles, the 
natural grains and highlights of the stone are a subtle feature of 
the product, which can be accentuated by the choice of finish - 
honed, flamed or polished.  
 
Some of the hardest stones, Granite & Basalt  are suitable for a 
variety of applications, including walls and floors, interior and 
exterior, heavy traffic areas and wet areas.

02 >   

Colours

Andesite Grey Speckled Atlantic Bluestone (G684) Mongolian Black

Note: Colour swatches are an indication only. As with all natural stone, colour and grain may vary.
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travertine
>  Enquire about which tile sizes and surface finishes  

are available for each type of stone. 

With colours ranging from light to dark browns, and into silver 
and gold hues, Travertine  is a stone with a character and feel all 
of its own. It is formed through the accumulation of calcite from 
hot springs, and contains holes that were formed by water flowing 
through the stone. These holes are generally filled with resin 
or cement to achieve a natural-looking finish, however in some 
varieties the stone can be used with the holes unfilled.  

Our Travertine  is sourced primarily from Turkey and is fast 
becoming one of the most popular stones in our Solid Tile range.

02 >   

Classico

Sunset

Colours

Light 

Skabas - K

Noche Silver Silver White

Note: Colour swatches are an indication only. As with all natural stone, colour and grain may vary.
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Copper Quartzitic Slate Silver Quartzitic Slate

limestone & quartz
 
>  Enquire about which tile sizes and surface finishes  

are available for each type of stone.  

Offering a more subtle level of graining than Marble, Limestone 
still  brings drama and sophistication to a surface, be it floor, wall 
or both. Naturally occurring in more neutral hues of white, grey 
and brown, Limestone  has a smooth surface which can be treated 
with a range of finishes.

The natural highlights and grains that appear in Quartz  provide 
a striking look as a solid tile. The solid square tiles can be used 
either on their own, or paired with one of our Mosaic tiles in the 
same colour for a unique contrasting effect.

02 >   

Brown Sugar

Savana Grey

Colours

Champagne Grey Ivory White Miami Ming

Note: Colour swatches are an indication only. As with all natural stone, colour and grain may vary.
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marble
 
>  Enquire about which tile sizes and surface finishes  

are available for each type of stone. 

Marble  comes in a range of naturally occurring colours and can be 
quite heavily veined. Whether the choice is to make a statement 
with a strongly coloured and veined stone, or to opt for a more 
subtle tone with lighter shades and grains, the look of Marble  is 
unmistakable. Marble  is Ideal for bathrooms, kitchens, feature 
entranceways and more.

02 >   

Crema Marfil

Silver Shadow

Colours

Emprador Dark

White Marble

Emprador Light Forest Green Marble (FG) Green Marble

Note: Colour swatches are an indication only. As with all natural stone, colour and grain may vary.
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sandstone
 
>  Enquire about which tile sizes and surface finishes  

are available for each type of stone. 

A very durable form of quartz grains, Sandstone  usually forms in 
lighter creams, browns or red colours. Available in either a natural 
or honed finish, Sandstone  is naturally resistant to weathering, 
making these tiles an ideal option for outdoor spaces such as 
decks, courtyards, and pool surrounds.

02 >   

Colours

Autumn Grey Mint

Note: Colour swatches are an indication only. As with all natural stone, colour and grain may vary.
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03 >  pebble series
The Pebble Series  is Island Stone’s original and largest range of tile, consisting of pebbles 
of the highest quality and incorporating an extensive array of colours and styles.

Crafted by nature, the stones are gathered from various island locations, carefully hand 
sorted for colour, then laid into our exclusive interlocking format to create an easy-to-
install tile. As we own our own factories, we are able to maintain the quality of finished 
product to a consistently high standard.

With the Pebble Series our goal is to offer our customers a range of tiles to suit a myriad 
of applications, both internal and external, with a standard of tile that will satisfy the 
most discerning eye, and that will stand the test of time.

>  
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perfect pebble > I3

interlocking tile
Tile size > 300 x 300mm 
Tile surface > Natural

Our original Perfect Pebble tile range is the first and finest 
mesh-backed pebble tile in the world. Firmly established as 
an international best-seller, it features our unique seamless 
interlocking system and is available in an extensive range  
of colors. 

The stones are hand-sorted to ensure only the highest  
quality pebbles are used. They are additionally cut and 
calibrated to achieve an unparalleled consistency in size, 
colour and flatness. 

B5 > 
80 x 300mm Border

03 >   

B4 > 
100 x 300mm Border

B3 > 
150 x 300mm Border

pebble borders > b5, b4, b3

interlocking tile

Island Stone Pebble Borders  are an incredibly versatile 
decor item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or 
solid stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when 
used with contrasting colours or with other materials such  
as concrete, brick and timber.
 

Note:  Pebble s ize in  borders  is  smal ler  than in ful l -s ized t i les.
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PF > 
French Tan

PG > 
Flores Green

PC > 
Medan Charcoal

Colours

PM > 
Antique Timor White

PR > 
Java Grey

PS > 
Sumba Speckled

PY > 
Poppy Seed

PZ > 
Alpine

PK > 
Rote' Red
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bali pebble > E4

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 400 x 400mm 
Tile surface > Natural

In response to the demand from professional landscapers, 
Island Stone has produced the Bali Pebble  tile. This tile offers 
an affordable way to introduce the pebble look for areas such 
as paths, driveways and courtyards and is also suitable for 
indoor use. 

The Bali Pebble  tile has a more variable colour and flatness 
profile, creating a look that is more random than the Perfect 
Pebble tile. 

Use the Perfect Pebble in feature locations and the more 
economical Bali Pebble  in those less critical areas.

03 >   

BB >
Bali Black

Colours

BT >
Bali Tan

BW >
Bali White
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PG > 
Flores Green

PM > 
Antique Timor White

king pebble > I4

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 400 x 400mm
Tile surface > Natural

King Pebble  is one of Island Stone's flagship tiles. Based on 
the original Perfect Pebble tile, it uses a much larger and more 
random shaped pebble to create a rugged, chunky look. 

With its indoor/outdoor versatility, and large colour palette, 
the numerous applications for the King Pebble  include 
entranceways and atriums, larger interior rooms and open-
plan spaces, feature walls, courtyard and patio areas, pools 
and more. 

A unique look can also be achieved by contrasting the King 
Pebble  tile with other Island Stone products.

03 >   

PC > 
Medan Charcoal

Colours

PF > 
French Tan
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stacked pebble > V1

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 300 x 150mm
Tile surface > Natural

With the Stacked Pebble ,  Island Stone has taken 
the Pebble tile in an exciting new direction, using 
the side edge of the pebble as the feature profile, 
rather than the flat face of the stone. Stack these 
tiles on top of each other, then stand back and 
admire the effect! 

With their uniform horizontal appearance, and 
varying pebble heights, our Stacked Pebble  tiles 
create a stylish contemporary look. Ideal for 
water features, large area feature walls and a  
host of other indoor and outdoor applications.

03 >   

PC > 
Medan Charcoal

Colours

PF > 
French Tan

PS > 
Sumba speckled

PZ > 
Alpine
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Alpine Strip Pebble > SP1PZ
Alpine Perfect Pebble > I3PZ > Page 44
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strip pebble > SP1

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 300 x 300mm
Tile surface > natural 

Strip Pebble  reflects the desire for modern designs using 
natural materials. By cutting the stone in a longitude 
direction, we create a fusion between the natural curved 
personality of pebble and the dynamic geometrical appeal  
of the directional cut.  

In contrast to our vertical pebble line, with Strip Pebble,  
individual pebbles are aligned in rows to create a distinctively 
linear appearance. 

Strip Pebble  is a uniquely designed mosaic sure to create 
an exclusive appeal to any surface. 

03 >   

PC > 
Medan Charcoal

Colours

PF > 
French tan

PZ > 
Alpine
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04 >  random series
As the name suggests, the Random Series  of tiles are made from stones of random 
shapes and sizes that have been melded into a single tile. Combined with Island 
Stone's unique four-sided interlocking design, they create a natural, near seamless 
look across any surface area. 

Achieving this look requires the hand-selection and sorting of the stones, which 
are then laid precisely into the interlocking pattern. So while the effect created is 
random, the process followed to achieve this is anything but!

As with the Pebble Series, Island Stone is only able to produce such an intricately 
designed tile to a consistent standard because we own our own factories, and have 
control of all processes through to the finished product.

>  

Island Stone  |  55
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MW > 
Beige & Tan Marble

MX > 
Tan Marble

random squares > RS3

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 300 x 300mm
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled

Random Squares  offer an endless variety of four sided 
stones all tightly woven together as a mosaic tile. Each tile is 
uniquely made up of individual stone rectangles and squares 
of varying size and shape, hand placed in an interlocking 
design. The resulting tile is both modern and playful yet 
reflective of classic cobblestone designs. 

Offered in a range of popular stone types and proven stone 
combinations, Island Stone's flawless interlock design insure a 
seamless surface once installed.

Random Squares  are a versatile product equally appropriate 
for smaller areas such as high profile kitchen backsplashes as 
well as larger projects such as interior feature walls, exterior 
patios and walkways and larger commercial installations.

04 >   

Colours

MA > 
Grey Marble

NEW
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random tile > I3

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 300 x 300mm 
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled

The Random tile ,  originally developed by Island Stone, brings 
a unique and dramatic design statement to any space. The 
look is of random shaped and sized stones flowing near 
seamlessly across the chosen area. 

The unique interlocking design makes it nearly impossible 
to pick out where individual tiles start and stop. On a wall, 
a floor, or across both, the effect is stunning. The range of 
stones and colours makes for endless options.

B5 > 
80 x 300mm Border 

04 >   

B4 > 
100 x 300mm Border

B3 > 
150 x 300mm Border

random borders > B5, B4, B3
 
Interlocking tile 
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled

Island Stone Random Borders  are an incredibly versatile decor 
item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or solid 
stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when used with 
contrasting colours or with other materials such as concrete, 
brick and timber.

Note:  Stone tile edge is designed to match against edge 
of any tile.
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XB > Beige & Grey Marble Mix

Colours

SA > Sandstone Autumn SM > Sandstone Mint

FX > Forest Marble Mix MA > Grey Marble MB > Beige Marble MC > Molten Marble

MQ > Beige Marble & Quartz Mix MW > Beige & Tan Marble Mix MX > Tan Marble MZ > Black Basalt

SG > Sandstone GreyRW > White Marble

XT > grey, white & tan mix XX > Marble & Quartz Megamix 



60  |  island stoneGrey Marble Large R andom Ti le  > I5MA 



Colours

MA >
Grey Marble

MB >
Beige Marble

MX >
Tan Marble

MW >
Beige & Tan Marble Mix

MZ >
Black Basalt
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large random tile > I5 

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 450 x 450mm
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled

The Large Random  tile is a more robust tile, 
great for larger outdoor areas such as patios, 
courtyards and pool surrounds. While having the 
same interlocking properties as the standard size 
Random tile,  Large Random  uses a variety of 
larger sized stones to better fit the larger areas it 
is designed to cover. 

Once installed, you can't tell where one tile ends 
and another begins. The effect is truly amazing!

04 >   

FX >
Forest Marble Mix
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05 >  mosaic series
The Island Stone Mosaic Series  is a collection of tile designs where smaller pieces 
of precision-cut stone have been glued to a mesh backing to create a single tile. 
Whether the stone has been cut into squares or strips, laid flat or has some relief - 
the effect is stunning! 

All the natural colour and texture elements of the stone come to the forefront in 
this series, with a range of designs to enhance any living space.

>  
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HB >
Himachal Black (Split  face)

MW >
Beige & Tan Marble Mix

classic squares I > M30 

Tile size > 300 x 300mm
Tile surface > Honed

Island Stone Classic Squares  bring you more decor enhancement 
opportunities than ever before. These solid stone tiles have been quarried, 
honed and tumbled to bring out their natural tonings and textures.

classic squares II > M48 

Tile size > 300 x 300mm 
Tile surface > Honed

Like many tiles in the Island Stone range, the Classic Squares  can be used 
to amazing effect in conjunction with other Island Stone products, or they 
look fabulous on their own. Simply a classic and timeless tile!

05 >   

Colours

HG >
Himachal Green

MX >
Tan Marble

HW >
Himachal White (Split face)

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

AP > 
Alpine
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QS > 
Silver Quartzitic Slate

QC >
Copper quartzitic slate

linear interlock > ML1

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 280 x 320mm 
Tile surface > Honed

A unique variation in the Mosaic Series is the Linear Interlock . 
This innovative tile uses varying widths of natural stone 
strips formatted on a mesh backing into a single tile. The tiles 
are interlocking, creating an amazing effect, whether laid 
vertically or horizontally. 
 

05 >   

Colours
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wave tile > MW1

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 280 x 190mm
Tile surface > Honed

The Wave Tile  uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique 
wave effect, adding another dimension to the way in which 
the light catches and enhances the colour and texture 
variations of the natural stone.

Use to create a feature wall, a high impact splashback or 
an entrance that defines your home, hotel foyer or retail 
showroom. Also ideal for water features, the appearance 
of water spilling gently over a Wave Tile  wall is something 
spectacular!

05 >   

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

HB >
Himachal black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

Colours
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stack tile > MS1

Interlocking tile
Tile size > 280 x 190mm 
Tile surface > Honed

The  Stack Tile  uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique 
step effect that enhances the way in which the light plays  
on the natural tones and highlights of the stone, lending  
a dramatic effect to any feature wall, splashback, entranceway 
or water feature. 

The Stack Tile  can be laid vertically or horizontally, 
depending on the desired effect and the nature of  
the location

05 >   

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

HB >
Himachal Black (Split  face)

QC >
Copper Quartzitic slate

Colours
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For further information or your nearest supplier, please contact Island Stone:

Island Stone New Zealand:
Phone: +64 (0)7 574 1289    
Email: sales@islandstone.co.nz

islandstone.com
Note: Whi le  ever y effor t  has been made to capture a  true l ikeness to colour, colour  samples and photographs seen in this  publ icat ion may not  be an exac t  colour  match of  produc t .

Al l  images © Is land Stone International  Ltd, 2012.  |   ©  Is land Stone International  Ltd, 2012. Al l  r ights  reser ved.

Island Stone Victoria, Australia:
Phone: +61 (0)416 638 868    
Email: victoria@islandstone.com.au

natural stone tiles & claddings




